UCPH International Summer Programme 2017 is now open for applications!

This summer, the University of Copenhagen offers more than 50 international summer courses within a wide range of disciplines. Courses take place in July and/or August.

Application deadline is 1 April, but courses with available seats after deadline will accept applications until 1 June.

Why sign up for the UCPH International Summer Programme?

- do a short term, high-level academic programme abroad
- delve into your favorite field of interest
- experience Copenhagen and Danish culture

Already planning your student exchange in Copenhagen this autumn? UCPH International Summer Programme is a great opportunity to get an early start on your international experience.

Summer Courses 2017
Here are just a few examples of the courses offered this summer:

**SOCIETY, POLITICS AND ECONOMICS**
- Applied Economics
- Kierkegaard: The individual in global society
- Economic Crisis: A brief history of time
- The Syrian conflict

**HEALTH**
- Global health challenges
- Humanitarian action in the 21st Century
- Internal Medicine
- Nordic Health Systems

**BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY AND NATURE**
- Aroma: The chemistry behind odour
- Marine Faunistics
- Observational Astronomy
- International Nature Conservation

**CULTURE AND HISTORY**
- Scandinavian Manuscript Studies
- Cultural rights: A promising global discourse?
- New Urban Life Across the Globe
- Roots of Europe - language, culture and migration

More information about the UCPH International Summer Programme including the application procedure, fees, etc. is available on our website [http://studies.ku.dk/summer/](http://studies.ku.dk/summer/).